Business Ethics: Decision Making For Personal Integrity & Social Responsibility
Business Ethics: Decision-Making for Personal Integrity & Social Responsibility, 3e is designed to prepare the student to apply an ethical decision-making model, not only in the ethics course but throughout her or his business discipline. This model teaches students ethical skills, vocabulary, and tools to apply in everyday business decisions and throughout their business courses. The authors speak in a sophisticated yet accessible manner while teaching the fundamentals of business ethics. Hartman’s professional background in law and her teaching experience in the business curriculum, combined with DesJardins’ background in philosophy and MacDonald’s ability to distill complicated business transactions into understandable terms, results in a broad language, ideal for this approach and market. The authors’ goal is to engage the student by focusing on cases and business scenarios that students already find interesting. Students are then asked to look at the issues from an ethical perspective. Additionally, its focus on AACSB requirements makes it a comprehensive business ethics text for business school courses. The goal for the third edition is to provide a comprehensive yet accessible introduction to the ethical issues arising in business. Hartman and DesJardins have retained the focus on decision-making as well as the emphasis on both personal and policy-level perspectives on ethics. This edition continues to provide pedagogical support throughout the text. The most noticeable changes involve a thorough updating of distinct items such as Reality Checks, Decision Points, and readings to reflect new cases, examples and data.
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Customer Reviews
This reads more like a novel than a textbook. Usually at the end of a chapter there is a summary of key terms and what you should have learned from the reading. This book does not have that. The term "Ethics" is like every other word in the book so by the time you're done reading the chapter(s), you understand ethics, but not really what the classroom instructors want you to gather from said material. The chapters are endless too. (60-100) pages which makes it more confusing than able to learn from. It is a good book for reading, but not as a textbook.

I ordered this book for a masters class on business ethics. It was a very useful tool in studying. The author does a great job of providing real life examples that are easily relatable for students. They also are very upfront about information without a lot of filler to waste pages.

All was as described. No problems in ordering or delivery.

good shape no highlighting or ripped pages.

It was exactly as expected, thank you!

Some areas it reads like a text book- other places its a good story book. Lots of examples and case studies. I got an A- in the class, not too shabby for an old sailor.

just had to have it for class

Excellent Book
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